
 
 
 

EFT Card on 
Why is God taking so long? 

Setup Phrase:  
Tap over the heart or on the side of your left hand, while saying the following three statements (edit words as needed): 
There are times… when I can’t hear Your Voice… or feel Your Love guiding me. 
There are times… when I feel frustrated… and I don’t know what to do… to break the cycle. 
There are times… when I feel alone… like You are not listening… or responding to me. 
 

	  

Tapping Points: 
Top of Head:   I release all the frustration... of feeling alone… and not knowing what to do. 
Eyebrows:   I am willing to see everything differently… with a fresh outlook… and a new perception. 
Side of Eye: I’m willing to know You are there… guiding me… and directing me. 
Under the Eye: I let go of all frustration… and make room for peace. 
Under the Nose: I accept Your Plan for my happiness… wherever it leads… and wherever it goes. 
On the Chin: I will step back and let You Guide me… in every decision… and every action I take. 
Collarbone: I release the past… along with my plans… for what I think I need.  
Over the Heart: I ask You to guide me… step-by-step… all along the way. 
Center of Chest: Your Will is my happiness.. and that I have the means… to accomplish Your Will. 
Side of the Hand: If there is any place in my mind… where I’m holding onto fear… or worry… or concern, 
Inside the Knees: I lay it all down… and ask You to guide me… with clear and certain direction. 
Over the Heart: I release my plan… to make room for Yours. It might look very different than mine. 
Center of Chest: I stand in trust… that Your Love is with me… I will focus on You… and only your Voice. 
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